
From: Michael Delaney
To: Andy Tindel; Baker Hughes; Chris First (cfirst@hpcllp.com); Doug Wilson; Leslie Payne; Timothy Johnson
Cc: rapid@caldwellcc.com
Subject: Rapid Completions v. Baker Hughes et al.- Case No. 6:15-cv-00724-RWS - Plaintiff"s Disclosures Pursuant to P.R.

3-1 and 3-2
Date: Monday, November 23, 2015 3:08:58 PM
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Counsel,
 
Plaintiff Rapid Completion’s Patent Rule 3-1 and 3-2 Disclosures in the above-referenced matter are
being made available via the URL link below.  These P.R. 3-1 and 3-2 Disclosures are being served
under the terms described in the attached cover document.  Documents produced by Rapid
Completion are Bates numbered RC_RAP00000001-RC_RAP00005830.  Documents produced by
Packers Plus are Bates numbered RC_PAC00000001-RC_PAC00048628.  There is also a zip file
containing the claims charts identified as Exhibits 1-4 in the cover document.  The password for the
zip files contained in the link will be delivered in a separate e-mail.
 
https://e-stet.sharefile.com/d-sdbbd1033afa40f88
 
 
Regards,
 
 

Michael P. Delaney /// Caldwell Cassady & Curry
Paralegal
2101 Cedar Springs Road, Suite 1000, Dallas, TX 75201
Direct: 214.888.4854 | Fax: 214.888.4849 | Mobile: 214.478.9814
mdelaney@caldwellcc.com
www.caldwellcc.com
 
 

NOTICE OF CONFIDENTIALITY:
The information contained in this e-mail is subject to the ATTORNEY-CLIENT and
ATTORNEY WORK PRODUCT PRIVILEGE and is CONFIDENTIAL.  It is intended only
for the recipient(s) designated above.  Any dissemination, distribution, copying, use or
reliance upon the information contained in and transmitted with this e-mail by or to
anyone other than the recipient(s) designated by the sender is unauthorized and
prohibited.  If you have received this e-mail in error, please notify the sender by reply
immediately.  Any e-mail erroneously transmitted to you should be immediately
destroyed.
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 


FOR THE EASTERN DISTRICT OF TEXAS 


TYLER DIVISION 


 


RAPID COMPLETIONS LLC,  


 


 Plaintiff, 


 


v. 


 


BAKER HUGHES INCORPORATED, et 


al.  


 


 Defendants. 


 


§ 


§ 


§ 


§ 


§ 


§ 


§ 


§ 


§ 


§ 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


Civil Action No. 6:15-cv-724-RWS-KNM 


 


 


JURY TRIAL DEMANDED 


 


 


PLAINTIFF RAPID COMPLETIONS LLC’S P.R. 3-1 AND 3-2  


DISCLOSURE OF ASSERTED CLAIMS AND INFRINGEMENT CONTENTIONS 


 


CONFIDENTIAL 


 


Pursuant to Patent Local Rules 3-1 and 3-2, Plaintiff Rapid Completions, LLC (“Rapid 


Completions”) hereby makes the following disclosure of asserted claims and infringement 


contentions with respect to U.S. Patent Nos. 6,907,936 (“the ’936 Patent”), 7,134,505 (“the ’505 


Patent”), 7,543,634 (“the ’634 Patent”), 7,861,774 (“the ’774 Patent”), 8,657,009 (“the ’009 


patent”), 9,074,451 (“the ’451 patent”) (collectively, “the Patents-in-Suit”) to Defendants Baker 


Hughes Incorporated, Baker Hughes Oilfield Operations, Inc., (collectively, “Baker Hughes”), 


Weatherford International, LLC, Weatherford/Lamb, Inc., Weatherford US, LP and Weatherford 


Artificial Lift Systems LLC (collectively, “Weatherford”), Peak Completion Technologies, Inc. 


(“Peak”), Pegasi Energy Resources Corp., Pegasi Operating, Inc., and TR Rodessa, Inc. 


(collectively, “Pegasi”). 


Plaintiff’s investigation is ongoing, and discovery is in its early stages. Accordingly, 


these disclosures are based on information available to Plaintiff at this time.  Plaintiff reserves 
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the right to supplement this disclosure after further discovery from Defendants, particularly 


documents and other discovery regarding Defendants’ accused instrumentalities as disclosed 


below.  Plaintiff also reserves the right to accuse different instrumentalities or find alternative 


literal and/or equivalent infringing elements in Defendant’s Accused Instrumentalities as 


disclosed below.
1
 


I.   PLAINTIFFS’ RULE 3-1(A)-(C) DISCLOSURES REGARDING DEFENDANT 


BAKER HUGHES 


A. ASSERTED CLAIMS 


Pursuant to P.R. 3-1(a), Plaintiffs assert that Baker Hughes has infringed and continues 


to infringe at least the following claims: 


 ’936 Patent claims 14, 17-26;  


 ’505 Patent claims 1-7, 11, 14-27; 


 ’634 Patent claims 1, 2, 6, 9-17, 19-25; 


 ’774 Patent claims 1-16; 


 ’009 Patent claims 1-13; and 


 ’451 Patent claims 1-8. 


B. ACCUSED PRODUCTS 


Pursuant to P.R. 3-1(b), Plaintiffs assert that the Asserted Claims of the Patents-In-Suit 


are infringed by all versions of Baker Hughes’ products and services used to perform ball drop 


sliding sleeve fracturing, including by at least all versions of the following: FracPoint, FracPoint 


EX, FracPoint EX-C, FracPoint Cemented MP Sleeves, FracPoint MP Sleeves, FracPoint MP 


                                                 


1
 In many portions of Plaintiff’s 3-1 and 3-2 disclosures, Plaintiff has gone beyond the disclosure 


requirements required by P.R. 3-1 and 3-2.    These additional disclosures and citations are made 


for the benefit of Defendants.  Plaintiff in no way confines its contentions to the specific citations 


of evidence and explicitly reserves the right to rely on additional or different evidence as the case 


moves forward through fact discovery, expert discovery, and trial.  Furthermore, any omission of 


any other specific citation to the Accused Instrumentalities or documents related thereto does not 


constitute a waiver of Plaintiff’s right to raise any issues related to the Accused Instrumentalities 


or other documents related thereto at a later date. 
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Sleeves with DirectConnect Ports, EXPress frac sleeves, EX frac sleeves, DirectStim sleeves, 


REPacker, IN-Tallic Frac Balls, FracSur, FracSur EX, DirectStim, tubing strings comprising 


H809150001, H409368301, 10314025, H80949-5638RD5K, H80949-563BUT5K, H80949-


563BUT10K, H80949-563BUT8K, H80987-5638RD8K, H80987-5638RD10K, H409360021, 


H409360008, H40940-20FT, H304070001, H301920224, H301920118, H301920157, 


H301920223, H301920260, H301920171, H301920170, H301920213, H301920232, 


H301920211, H301920188, H301920111, H301870016, H301874524, H301870162, 


H301870116, H301870143, H301870118, H301870103, H301870185, and products and services 


identified by Baker Hughes in response to Rapid Completions’ Interrogatory Nos. 1 and 2 


(“Accused Baker Hughes Instrumentalities”).   


The Accused Baker Hughes Instrumentalities should also be understood to include 


supported instrumentalities into which the Accused Instrumentalities are integrated or included 


when they are configured and installed.  As discovery is ongoing, Plaintiff reserves the right to 


update its list of Accused Services. 


C. CLAIM CHARTS 


Pursuant to P.R. 3-1(c), a claim chart for Baker Hughes’ infringement of the Asserted 


Claims of the Patent-In-Suit is set forth as Exhibit 1.   


II.   PLAINTIFFS’ RULE 3-1(A)-(C) DISCLOSURES REGARDING DEFENDANT 


WEATHERFORD 


A. ASSERTED CLAIMS 


Pursuant to P.R. 3-1(a), Plaintiffs assert that Weatherford has infringed and continues to 


infringe at least the following claims: 


 ’936 Patent claims 1, 2, 4-12, 14, 17-26;  


 ’505 Patent claims 1-7, 11, 14-27; 


 ’634 Patent claims 1, 2, 6, 9-17, 19-25; 
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 ’774 Patent claims 1-16; 


 ’009 Patent claims 1-13; and 


 ’451 Patent claims 1-8. 


B. ACCUSED PRODUCTS 


Pursuant to P.R. 3-1(b), Plaintiffs assert that the Asserted Claims of the Patents-In-Suit 


are infringed by all versions of Weatherford’s products and services used to perform ball drop 


sliding sleeve fracturing, including by at least all versions of the following: ZoneSelect, 


ZoneSelect sleeves, Monobore sleeve, SingleShot sleeve, MultiShift sleeve, MultiShift Frac 


Sliding Sleeve, toe sleeve, i-ball, i-ball sleeve, i-ball Multi-zone Fracturing Sleeve, MASS 


sleeve, Multi-Array Stimulation Sleeve, Stimulation Ball, ZoneSelect Completion System 


Stimulation Ball, SingleShot Stimulation Ball, SingleShot XLC Stimulation Ball, SingleShot XL 


Stimulation Ball, SingleShot Q Stimulation Ball, ZoneFrac, Morphisis, Genisis, SwellCat, 


Fraxis, Fraxsis, ComboFrac, Ares, Ares II, CSI Packer, ROKANKOR, ZoneSelect System, 


ZoneSelect Open hole, ZoneSelect Completion System, Monobor Frac System, ZoneSelect 


Monobore Frac System, ZoneSelect SingleShot Frac System, ZoneSelect MultiShift Frac 


System, ZoneSelect Cluster Completion, i-ball system, ZoneSelect i-ball Multi-Zone Fracturing 


System, Multi-Array Stimulation Sleeve System, MASS System, and products and services 


identified by Weatherford in response to Rapid Completions’ Interrogatory Nos. 1 and 2 


(“Accused Weatherford Instrumentalities”).   


The Accused Weatherford Instrumentalities should also be understood to include 


supported instrumentalities into which the Accused Instrumentalities are integrated or included 


when they are configured and installed.  As discovery is ongoing, Plaintiff reserves the right to 


update its list of Accused Instrumentalities. 
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C. CLAIM CHARTS 


Pursuant to P.R. 3-1(c), a claim chart for Weatherford’s infringement of the Asserted 


Claims of the Patent-In-Suit is set forth as Exhibit 2.   


III.   PLAINTIFFS’ RULE 3-1(A)-(C) DISCLOSURES REGARDING DEFENDANT 


PEAK  


A. ASSERTED CLAIMS 


Pursuant to P.R. 3-1(a), Plaintiffs assert that Peak has infringed and continues to infringe 


at least the following claims: 


 ’936 Patent claims 14, 17-26;  


 ’505 Patent claims 1-7, 11, 14-27;  


 ’634 Patent claims 1, 2, 6, 9-17, 19-25;  


 ’774 Patent claims 1-16; 


 ’009 Patent claims 1-13; and 


 ’451 Patent claims 1-8. 


B. ACCUSED PRODUCTS 


Pursuant to P.R. 3-1(b), Plaintiffs assert that the Asserted Claims of the Patents-In-Suit 


are infringed by all versions of Peak’s products and services used to perform ball drop sliding 


sleeve fracturing, including by at least all versions of the following: Multi-Stage Frac System, 


Predator Extreme Service Openhole Multistage Completion System, Predator Openhole System, 


Expandable Sleeve System, Expandable Frac System, Peak Completion IsoPort selective 


fracturing system, StrataPort, StrataPort II, StrataPort III, EZ-Port, SuperPort, Impact, 


Expandable, Cluster Frac Sleeve, IsoPort CS, HydroPort, Trigger TS, Trigger TS Gen II, 


Impulse Sleeve, Predator, Predator II, SwellShark, MonoPak, Guardian, Perma-Pak, Dual Bore 


Perma-Pak, Strata-Pak, X-Series, X-Lite, X-Carbon, Fantom, F1 Fantom, F-2 Fantom, F-3 


Fantom,  and products and services identified by Peak in response to Rapid Completions’ 


Interrogatory Nos. 1 and 2 (“Accused Peak Instrumentalities”).   
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The Accused Peak Instrumentalities should also be understood to include supported 


instrumentalities into which the Accused Instrumentalities are integrated or included when they 


are configured and installed.  As discovery is ongoing, Plaintiff reserves the right to update its 


list of Accused Instrumentalities. 


C. CLAIM CHARTS 


Pursuant to P.R. 3-1(c), a claim chart for Peak’s infringement of the Asserted Claims of 


the Patent-In-Suit is set forth as Exhibit 3.   


IV.  PLAINTIFFS’ RULE 3-1(A)-(C) DISCLOSURES REGARDING DEFENDANT 


PEGASI 


A. ASSERTED CLAIMS 


Pursuant to P.R. 3-1(a), Plaintiffs assert that Pegasi has infringed and continues to 


infringe at least the following claims: 


 ’936 Patent claims 14, 17-26;  


 ’505 Patent claims 1-7, 11, 14-27; 


 ’634 Patent claims 1, 2, 6, 9-17, 19-25; and 


 ’774 Patent claims 1-16; 


B. ACCUSED PRODUCTS 


Pursuant to P.R. 3-1(b), Plaintiffs assert that the Asserted Claims of the Patents-In-Suit 


are infringed by all wells that Pegasi has stimulated using Accused Baker Hughes 


Instrumentalities, Accused Weatherford Instrumentalities, and/or Accused Peak 


Instrumentalities, including its Morse Unit #1-H well and wells identified by Peak in response to 


Rapid Completions’ Interrogatory Nos. 1 and 2 (the “Accused Pegasi Operations”).   


As discovery is ongoing, Plaintiff reserves the right to update its list of Accused 


Services. 


C. CLAIM CHARTS 


Pursuant to P.R. 3-1(c), a claim chart for Pegasi’s infringement of the Asserted Claims of 
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the Patent-In-Suit is set forth as Exhibit 4.   


V.   PLAINTIFF’S RULE 3-1(D) - (F) DISCLOSURES AS TO ALL DEFENDANTS 


D. LITERAL INFRINGEMENT AND DOCTRINE OF EQUIVALENTS 


Pursuant to P.R. 3-1(d), Plaintiff asserts that, under the proper construction of the 


Asserted Claims and their claim terms, every limitation of the Asserted Claims of the Patent-in-


Suit is literally present in Defendants’ instrumentalities accused of infringing the claim. To the 


extent that any limitation is found to be not literally present, or to the extent that Defendants 


argue that any limitation is not present in the accused instrumentalities, Plaintiff asserts that such 


limitation is present under the doctrine of equivalents.   


In particular, to the extent Defendants argue that the accused instrumentalities do not 


literally infringe the “port” claim limitations, they do so under the doctrine of equivalents.  


Defendants’ accused ports may vary in size in shape and may be characterized as ports, jets, or 


by other names.  These ports operate by allowing fluid communication between the inner bore of 


the tubing string and the formation regardless of the size or shape of the port.  Defendants’ 


accused ports perform the same function (allowing fluid communication between the inner bore 


of the tubing string and the formation) in the same way (creating an opening in the wall of the 


tubing string) to achieve the same result (fluid communication between the inner bore of the 


tubing string and the formation).  Any difference between Defendants’ accused ports and the 


claimed “ports” is insubstantial. 


To the extent Defendants argue that the accused instrumentalities do not literally infringe 


the claim limitations requiring that a “first sleeve has engaged and moved the sliding sleeve 


away from the first port,” they do so under the doctrine of equivalents.  Defendants’ accused 


sleeves contain a first sleeve of one material (e.g., a drillable material such as cast iron) and a 


sliding sleeve of a second material for covering ports.  Those components operate by having a 
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ball seat in the first sleeve which engages with the sliding sleeve to open the ports.  Defendants’ 


accused sleeves perform the same function (ensuring that ports are covered in when in the closed 


position and uncovered when in the open position) in the same way (engaging in response to a 


ball and fluid pressure to open the ports) to achieve the same result (opening the ports to allow 


fluid communication with the formation).  Any difference between Defendants’ accused sleeves 


and the claimed “sleeves” is insubstantial. 


To the extent Defendants argue that the accused instrumentalities do not literally infringe 


the “solid body packer” claim limitations, they do so under the doctrine of equivalents.  


Defendants’ accused packers operate by sealing about the annulus of the tubing string.  


Defendants’ accused packers perform the same function (securing the tubing string in place and 


creating an annular wellbore segment) in the same way (sealing the annulus about the tubing 


string in the space between zones) to achieve the same result (secure tubing string and isolated 


annular wellbore segments).  Any difference between Defendants’ accused packers and the 


claimed “solid body packers” is insubstantial. 


Moreover, Plaintiff reserves the right to amend its infringement contentions to 


specifically assert infringement under the doctrine of equivalents in light of the Court’s claim 


construction. 


E. PRIORITY DATES 


Pursuant to P.R. 3-1(e), the Asserted Claims of the Patent-in-Suit are entitled to at least 


the following priority dates: 


 All asserted claims of the ’936 Patent are entitled to a priority date of at least August 21, 2002. 


 Asserted claims 1-7, 14-27 of the ’505 Patent are entitled to a priority date of November 19, 


2001, and asserted claim 11 of the ’505 Patent is entitled to a priority date of at least August 


21, 2002. 


 All asserted claims of the ’634 Patent are entitled to a priority date of November 19, 2001. 


 All asserted claims of the ’774 Patent are entitled to a priority date of November 19, 2001. 
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 All asserted claims of the ’009 patent are entitled to a priority date of at least August 21, 2002. 


 All asserted claims of the ’451 patent are entitled to a priority date of at least August 21, 2002. 


F. RAPID COMPLETIONS’S OWN INSTRUMENTALITIES 


Pursuant to P.R. 3-1(f), Rapid Completions does not assert that its own apparatus, 


product, device, process, method, act, or other instrumentality currently practices the claimed 


invention.     


VI.  PLAINTIFFS’ RULE 3-2 PRODUCTION OF DOCUMENTS 


Rapid Completions is producing the documents corresponding to each of the categories 


set forth in P.R. 3-2 concurrently herewith.  Rapid Completions intends to produce all 


responsive, non-privileged documents at this time.  However, the search for documents is 


ongoing, and Rapid Completions reserves the right to supplement its production and 


disclosures as deemed appropriate and necessary in the future.     


Documents responsive to P.R. 3-2(a) and 3-2(b) may be found at the following 


production numbers: RC_PAC00000001 – RC_PAC00044212.
2
 


Documents responsive to P.R. 3-2(c) may be found at the following production 


numbers: RC_RAP00000001 – RC_RAP00002402. 


  


                                                 


2
 This production includes documents collected from Packers Plus.  By producing these 


documents, Packers Plus does not concede that it is a proper party to this case or withdraw its 


pending motion to dismiss. 
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Dated:  November 23, 2015    Respectfully submitted, 


       CALDWELL CASSADY & CURRY P.C. 


        


/s/ Bradley W. Caldwell                                                         


Bradley W. Caldwell 


Texas State Bar No. 24040630 


Email: bcaldwell@caldwellcc.com 


Jason D. Cassady 


Texas State Bar No. 24045625 


Email: jcassady@caldwellcc.com 


John Austin Curry 


Texas State Bar No. 24059636 


Email: acurry@caldwellcc.com 


Justin Nemunaitis 


Texas State Bar No. 24065815 


Email:  jnemunaitis@caldwellcc.com 


CALDWELL CASSADY CURRY P.C. 


2101 Cedar Springs Road, Suite 1000 


Dallas, Texas 75201 


Telephone: (214) 888-4848 


Facsimile: (214) 888-4849 


 


ATTORNEYS FOR PLAINTIFF RAPID 


COMPLETIONS LLC 


 


 


 


CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 


 


 The undersigned certifies that the foregoing document was emailed to all outside counsel 


of record on this 23
rd


 day of November, 2015.  


 


       /s/ Bradley W. Caldwell    


       Bradley W. Caldwell 
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